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WHAT'S
HOT?

More Information
www.benlib.org
reference@benlib.org
(630) 766-4642

Visit the Library
Bensenville Community Public Library
200 S. Church Road, Bensenville, IL 60106
(630) 766-4642

B E N S E N V I L L E  C O M M U N I T Y  P U B L I C  L I B R A R Y

Library Hours of Operation
SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

1:00 PM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM

Visit benlib.org for more information 
on our current services.

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/3caaa59c-6412-70ea-a15e-394abf8261b1-eng/Home?searchId=16547237&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/789de84d-6cd4-b1c1-e7bd-3713cb2aa382-eng/Home?searchId=16547256&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/3fdefb24-9105-f762-5e36-700d1bac5174-eng/Home?searchId=16547282&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/3b064dbf-f2d8-1ab5-61f7-74841e5dcb2a-eng/Home?searchId=16547297&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/d964b10c-cbc0-def5-34f1-800f801e4cac-eng/Home?searchId=16547314&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/95940f60-35e0-979c-bd28-359e22d43bd5-eng/Home?searchId=16547323&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex


DEBUT
NOVELS

B E N S E N V I L L E
C O M M U N I T Y
P U B L I C  L I B R A R Y

COMING SOON IN CASE YOU
MISSED IT...

Looking for Jane
by Heather Marshall

The Spite House
by Johnny Compton

Gone Like Yesterday
by Janelle M. Williams

The Comeback
by Ella Berman

Where the Grass is Green
and the Girls Are Pretty

by Lauren Weisberger

The Sweetness of Water
by Nathan Harris

On the Savage Side
by Tiffany McDaniel
Twin teen sisters become addicted to
heroin. They form a group of addicts
called the "Chillicothe Queens," though
their "crowns" are the blissful highs of
heroin. After a woman turns up dead in a
river, one sister grows desperate to save
her and her twin from a similar fate.
COMING 2/14/23

The Chemistry of Love
by Sariah Wilson
How can Anna win over Craig, who also
happens to be her boss? The answer is
Craig's empathetic CEO half brother,
Marco. She knows Craig is ridiculously
competitive with Marco; whatever Marco
has, Craig wants. That can be Anna, if
she's game to play.
COMING 2/1/23

Stone Blind by Natalie Haynes
Punished for Poseidon's actions, Medusa is
forever transformed with snakes replacing
her hair and her gaze turning anything to
stone. Cursed with the power to destroy
all she loves with one look, Medusa
condemns herself to a life of solitude, until
Perseus embarks upon a fateful quest to
fetch the head of a Gorgon...
COMING 2/7/23

Paris Requiem
by Chris Lloyd
As the city adjusts to life under Nazi
occupation, Detective Eddie struggles to
enforce a regime he doesn't believe in,
but must work under. When an old friend
and old flame reappear, begging for his
help, Eddie must decide how far he will
go to help those he loves.
COMING 2/21/23

This powerful debut, for fans of
Kristin Hannah and Jennifer
Chiaverini, is about three women
whose lives are bound together
by a long-lost letter, a mother's
love, and a secret network of
women fighting for the right to
choose-inspired by true stories.

Having left his whole life behind
in Maryland, Eric's desperate for
money-it's not easy to find
steady, safe work when you can't
provide references, you can't
stay in one place for long, and
you're paranoid that your past is
creeping back up on you.

Zahra and Sammie are drawn to
each other through the songs of
gypsy moths. Gypsy moths have
been singing the songs of
Zahra's ancestors to her for
years, so when Zahra realizes
that Sammie might be a moth
person too, their paths become
intertwined.

At the height of her stardom, Grace
disappeared for a year. When she's
back in LA, she's asked to present a
lifetime achievement award to her

director- the man who controlled
her every move for 8 years. She
realizes she can't run from the
secret behind her spectacular

crash and burn any longer.

Peyton is shocked when the exposed
briberies of the college admission

scandals engulfs her own family.
Princeton rescinds her daughter's

acceptance, she's placed on hiatus
from her job, and her sister loses

funding for the girls-at-risk shelter
she's developing.

 Recently emancipated brothers
Prentiss and Landry need money so

that they can search for their mother
up north. They are hired by white

farmers, who find them a comfort
after their only son's death.

Meanwhile, a forbidden romance
between two Confederate soldiers

explodes into the open.

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/8842e451-dbc8-6246-3068-7c165cf9c4fa-eng/Home?searchId=16547341&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3117678?searchId=16547362&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3119008?searchId=16547375&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/81c76cd5-3033-0b8a-1b3b-09fde9ea4fb2-eng/Home?searchId=16547432&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/d58d058d-45ba-d8b4-6999-0063de1d191b-eng/Home?searchId=16547450&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/57896320-f37a-9202-cf7a-e4ad4121c8c5-eng/Home?searchId=16547464&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/531c2381-ac5e-5100-c6f6-937ff1050cf1-eng/Home?searchId=16547408&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3123648?searchId=16547391&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/6082fe65-65b6-11f8-c630-72f7e7392bec-eng/Home?searchId=16547399&recordIndex=2&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3134611?searchId=16547416&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c5714c92-5892-1ab5-2e6d-773a691b3076/Home?searchId=2035098&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/a74798b1-fc08-28ac-f176-a1bac09db069/Home?searchId=2036093&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex

